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AS DIVERSE AS YOUR REQUIREMENTS

The potential offered by technical films from Bischof + Klein is
enormous. Numerous industries are already using our products. The
industries that make use of our solutions include the automotive,
electronic, construction, architecture, furniture, textile, tape, and
liner industries. We are constantly developing new films with
functions that are individually tailored to the respective ultimate
applications. Our extensive know-how is equally as crucial as our
technical options for combining various film properties in one
product.

USE OF DIVERSE MATERIALS POSSIBLE
Numerous types of plastic can be processed on our machines,
equipped with various properties, and refined through the use
of selected additives. The raw materials used at B+K include:

·P
 olyolefins (PE, PP, EVA)
· Ionomers
·C
 opolymers (EVA, EBA, EMA)
·P
 olyesters (TPE-E, TPE-O, SEBS, SIBS, etc.)
· Bioplastics

BLOWN AND CAST FILM EXTRUSION
Maximum film quality thanks to:
· Top raw material quality
· Production optimization for minimal
specking level
· Clean production environment
· Optical inspection systems

THE MATERIAL DIVERSITY IS
VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED.

NO TWO FILMS ARE ALIKE
Our diversity, our production capacities, and our know-how in the
production of technical films are tailored precisely to your individual
requirements. This enables films to be variably provided with the
following properties:
· Dyeing
· Resistance to weathering (in terms of UV, temperature, and humidity)
· Mechanical properties (from stiff to elastic)
· Gas permeability (from almost impermeable to vapor permeable)
· Flame retardancy
· Electrical conductivity
· Sliding friction properties
· Melting temperature
· Surface finish

OUR MARKETS
FILMS FOR LAMINATION
No matter which lamination process our customers need, they will find it
at B+K. Be it adhesive, extrusion, ultrasonic, hot melt or thermal lamination
– our films for lamination are used in the construction sector, in the textile
and automotive industries, and in numerous other markets. We equip films
for lamination with bespoke properties according to the customer‘s specific
requirements.
Films for lamination

SEPARATING FILMS
Separating films protect high-quality surfaces on reels or during
stacking, for instance. This prevents transport damage and ensures
unproblematic further processing. Low-specking separating film from
B+K has been successfully used for high-gloss aluminum material on
reels for a number of years, for example. B+K develops and modifies
the films and their surfaces for diverse markets and products by means
of co-extrusion.
Separating films

SUBSTRATE FILMS FOR ADHESIVE TAPES
Substrate films from B+K can be used virtually anywhere. Examples
include adhesive tapes for the construction sector, the automotive or
the graphical industry. Their features are equally diverse: we dye and
print the substrate film individually, lend it mechanical properties that
make it highly elastic to highly stiff, ensure that it is UV-stable or modify
the surface entirely according to our customers‘ wishes.
Substrate films for adhesive tapes

LINERS
So that adhesive tapes stick at the right time and only where they are
needed, our silicone-free liner films are characterized by perfectly
coordinated release properties. The use of selected raw materials,
which we dye or provide with individual intermediate layer printing as
required by the customer, enables siliconization later on. As well as
being used primarily for adhesive tapes, the liners can also be employed
for other purposes.
Liners

THERMAL LAMINATION FILMS
In many cases, metal, glass, nonwovens, textiles, and numerous other
materials can also be joined to one another using special thermal
lamination films. The multi-ply structure (co-extrusion) modifies the
surfaces of the films so that diverse materials can be joined. For
instance, thermal lamination films produced by B+K are used in facade
elements around the world.
Thermal lamination films

OUR EXTRUSION TECHNOLOGIES
ULTRA-MODERN TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
With state-of-the-art machinery and innovative manufacturing technologies, we succeed in supplying environmentallyfriendly and customer-specific solutions for various applications.
· Co-extrusion of up to five layers
· Optical in-line sheet inspection
· Continuous thickness measurement
· Automated profile controls
· In-house concentrate system
· In-house laboratory systems

Cast film extrusion
Co-extrusion
Film thickness from 25 μm to 200 μm
Film width up to 2,650 mm

Blown film extrusion
(mono and coex)
Film thickness from 25 μm to 200 μm
Film width up to 2,800 mm

OUR DIVERSITY IN MANUFACTURING TECHNICAL
FILMS IS TAILORED PRECISELY TO OUR CUSTOMERS‘
INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS.

OUR TECHNOLOGIES AND PROCESSES
We continuously optimize our products thanks to our long-term experience and
extensive know-how. We develop innovative and ecologically sustainable product
solutions together with our partners. We therefore permanently strengthen our
position on the market.

Extrusion

Printing

Extensive technological diversity enables B+K‘s unrivalled,
broad range of products.
·B
 lown and cast film extrusion
· Gravure/flexographic printing
· Solvent-based/solvent-free
lamination and coating
· Extrusion lamination and coating
· Product-specific facilities for sealed,
welded, and adhesive designs
· Class 5 clean room production
(ISO 14644-1, at rest)
· Conversion

Conversion

Clean room production

Continuous and trusting cooperation between raw material
producers, machine manufacturers, our customers, and
our specialist departments ensures our high standards
of quality and enables us to implement sustainable
innovations.

B+K OFFERS A UNIQUE RANGE OF
PRODUCTION OPTIONS WITH A VARIETY OF
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES.

QUALITY · PRODUCT SAFETY · ENVIRONMENT · SUSTAINABILITY

With its modern prodution, analysis, and laboratory facilities, B+K sets standards on the market.
The outstanding quality of our products is achieved through the precise planning, careful
checking, and detailed documentation of each individual production phase. We became one of
the first companies within the packaging industry to undergo certification according to DIN EN
ISO 9000 back in 1990, since when we have complied with each of the latest standard revisions.
Flexible packaging and technical films equate to product protection and product safety for
our customers’ goods. The holistic management system for hygiene and product safety that is
implemented at both of the company’s German locations and certified according to the globally
recognized BRC standard for packaging and packaging materials focuses on safety right up to
the end consumer.
Throughout the decades, B+K has acquired a wealth of environmental protection know-how.
Our customers also benefit extensively from this competence, because sustained symbiosis
between economy and ecology also leads to the sustained reduction of costs. Environmental
protection has been a firm part of our corporate philosophy since 1985. Since 1996, our
environmental management system has been meeting the stringent requirements of the
European EMAS Regulation. In 1987, B+K became one of the first companies in Germany to
publish an environmental report.
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Bischof + Klein regards itself as a pioneer within the field of sustainable and responsible
management. Substainability is a firm element of our corporate policy, which is oriented to longterm success and innovative solutions. To face up to the diverse challenges posed within the
packaging industry, we maintain intensive dialog with all participants along the entire value creation
chain. For our customers, optimizing the packaging is an important part of sustainable corporate
management. We use our development and sales experts‘ know-how as well as cutting-edge
technology to achieve this. Ecologically and socially responsible activities giving consideration to
future generations are a matter of course for B+K.
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